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Bring the Brilliance of
Cinematic Colors to Your Home

Ultra short throw 4K Laser Projection TV  |  V7050i

V7050i
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V7050i comes with an industry-leading
complete peace of mind 3-years warranty. 
The laser light source is also covered by a
warranty of 3 years or 15000 hours
whichever is earlier.

True 4K UHD with 8.3 Million Pixels :
Producing 4K UHD 3840 X 2160 resolution with 8.3 million 
distinct pixels for each frame, the V7050i reduces pixel blur 
for awe inspiring clarity and crisply defined fine details.

Wide Color range 
BenQ Cinematic Color technology utilizes optimal colors to bring 
out accurate professional cinema grade color performance. The 
V7050i reaches 98% of DCI-P3 color space providing accurate color 
performance. DCI-P3 helps objects appear more realistic, with 
accurate colors and subtle gradations.

Premium built-in treVolo Speakers
Equipped with premium quality built in front channel speakers 
by treVolo, V7050i o�ers true tone sound for complete          
immersion.

HDR PRO
HDR-PRO technology, used in creating projectors that 
represent accurate color and dynamic contrast, and thus 
allowing consumers to enjoy cinematic visual experiences that 
remain faithful to the original intent of their creators. 
Therefore, it has become an important spec that both 
professionals in the media industry and entertainment 
enthusiasts are pursuing.

BenQ V7050i Projector Other Projector

** LightSource life results will vary depending on environmental conditions and usage. Actual product's features and 
specifications are subject to change without notice.

Filmmaker mode for immersive
cinema experience
BenQ V7050i strives to display movies and television shows as 
their directors envisioned. Therefore the V7050i comes with 
New Filmmaker Mode and CinematicColor™ technology for 98% 
DCI-P3 color gamut coverage.

Superior Quality Laser Light Source
The V7050i Laser Projector generates high lumen brightness 
throughout its long lasting 20,000 hours lifecycle with superior 
image quality. Super Quality Laser Light Source that lasts up to 18 
Years*, * Average use 3 hours per day

Enjoy entertainment e�ortlessly. With a Google-certified 
Android TV projector. Enjoy 5,000+ of the latest Android 
apps, movies, TV shows, live sports, news, games, music, and 
more. Anytime, anywhere, across your devices.

Source: Q1 2021 Future Source Consulting Report

Automatic sunroof design
The sunroof on the top automatically opens when in use and 
closes when the projector is not in use, avoiding dust build-up 
and exposing the lens.

Motion sensor for eye protection
The integrated eye protection sensor detects if someone is 
hovering around the projector and will instantly switch o� the 
laser light source to protect the eyes of you and your loved 
ones.
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